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ECONOMIC FREEDOM ESSENTIAL FOR PEACE: 
Decreased Opportunity and Spread of Neo-Fascism in Europe Linked  

 

STUDENT LEADERS SPREAD LIBERTY MESSAGE 

 

 

  

Zoltan Kesz, a leading advocate for 

economic freedom in Central Europe, 

spoke to students this spring about his 

work trying to fight the spread of 

political extremism on the continent. 

He explained that intolerance and 

violence have increased as European 

governments have moved away from 

economic freedom and opportunity. 

    UIUC Student Leader Reaches Students World-Wide 
Dan Humbrecht (pictured at right) is a successful student majoring in Computer Science 

at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. And he is also a passionate and 

effective leader introducing students in America and around the world to ideas about free 

markets and limited government. Dan discovered the student movement for liberty during 

his freshman year and dove in head-first. He serves on the Executive Board of the 

worldwide student organization Students for Liberty and has helped organize numerous 

student programs in Illinois and internationally. “I see the preservation, exercise, and 

education of liberty to be the most virtuous of all endeavors,” says Humbrecht.  
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ILLINOIS STUDENTS ACTIVE AND INFORMED ABOUT LIBERTY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Students take a quiz 

that helps them think about 

the relationship between 

public policy and economic 

freedom. 

Below right: Students enjoy 

one of the many lectures, 

classes, and free seminars 

organized by faculty with 

support from the Academy’s 

Liberty Studies program. 

Right and above left: Student 

leaders prepare informational 

materials to reach students with 

ideas about public policy debates, 

educational programs, internship 

opportunities, and career paths 

related to free markets and limited 

government. Many University of 

Illinois students have utilized 

these opportunities to pursue 

graduate degree programs and 

gain valuable work experience in 

educational non-profits advancing 

economic freedom and liberty. 
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AN INVESTMENT IN KNOWLEDGE ALWAYS PAYS THE BEST INTEREST. 
-BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 

MASTERING LIBERTY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS STUDENTS AMONG FIRST TO PURSUE INTERDISCIPLINARY 

MASTER’S DEGREE FOCUSING ON LIBERTY STUDIES AND NON-PROFIT LEADERSHIP 

 

 

 

“With my Master’s degree program I aim to balance a 

curriculum of practical non-profit organizational skills with 

an in-depth study of topics related to my intellectual 

passions about liberty. The Liberty Studies component 

covers material in philosophy, business, history, and 

economics that expand my worldview and increase my 

understanding of the ideas of a free society. I’ll finish the 

degree this summer and already have several exciting 

opportunities to start a career with liberty-advancing non-

profits.” MA Student Tom Funfsin. (Pictured at left) 

“I am in my first year of graduate studies developing 

my own unique graduate degree in nonprofit 

management and Liberty Studies. I am passionate 

about learning and helping to spread ideas about 

economic freedom and liberty and very excited for 

the unique course offerings available to me through 

Liberty Studies.   

“These opportunities are available nowhere 

else. It’s been an exciting year for me, and I’m 

definitely looking forward to the future and what I 

can accomplish with this degree.” –Hannah Rucker, 

MA student (pictured at right) 
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ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM TO FEATURE 
FREE MARKET ENVIRONMENTALISM 

THIS NOVEMBER THE ACADEMY’S EIGHTH ANNUAL FALL SYMPOSIUM WILL BE KEYNOTED BY ECONOMIST TERRY 

ANDERSON: THE LEADING SCHOLAR BEHIND THE DEVELOPMENT OF FREE MARKET ENVIRONMENTALISM 
 

        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HELP STUDENTS LEARN MORE ABOUT LIBERTY: 

 

Contributions from donors support these and other programs of the Academy on Capitalism and Limited 

Government Foundation, a non-profit corporation which supports educational programs at the University of 

Illinois related to liberty, free markets, and limited government.  

 

Membership Levels: 

Founders’ Circle: $25,000/year 

F. A. Hayek Society: $10,000/year 

Thomas Jefferson Society: $5,000/year 

Adam Smith Society: $1,000/year 

 

Tax deductible contributions can be sent to: 

 

Academy on Capitalism  and Limited Government  ACLG Fund at University of Illinois Foundation 

 528 E Green Street, Suite 202             OR  1305 West Green Street 

 Champaign, IL 61820                   Urbana, IL 61801-2962  

 217-337-1800                   217-333-0810 

  

Terry Anderson is president of PERC and the John and Jean De Nault Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution, 

Stanford University. He believes that market approaches can be both economically sound and environmentally 

sensitive. His research helped launch the idea of free market environmentalism and has prompted public debate over 

the proper role of government in managing natural resources. He is the co-chair of Hoover's Property Rights, 

Freedom, and Prosperity Task Force. Free Market Environmentalism (FME) is an approach to environmental 

problems that focuses on improving environmental quality using property rights and markets. Details on Professor 

Anderson’s talk will be available this fall on the Academy’s website. The lecture is free and open to the public. 


